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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”
Thursday: 9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the
Conference Call Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
B Conference Call

1-209-647-1600

C Skype
D

1 – 888-429-5471 - picks up whichever line is available.
Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Live Radio
Shows”
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the
presenter. Find MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and RIGHT click on
“Library Archives”.
• When that screen comes up, LEFT click on the date you want. It opens in a new tab – you'll see
the "free to listen box"; inside it is the tab that allows you to play the podcast.

• The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
See the “Archives” tab for written notes.
• Listen-in live 24/7 via conference phone dial 716-748-0144
II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

9 – 10:30 EST

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST

C Wednesdays: 7:00 – 9:00 EST
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Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only: 1 – 605-475-5950

PIN 9467441#

Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Sekhmet & others

www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 695-562-3140; PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1-712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712-432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Host:

Marietta Robert

Meditation:

Rainbird

MR: AS could use some help: angelsu@bellsouth.net to help her via Paypal. MR is asking
that if any of us can assist, it will be appreciated.
To contact Angelsu for an angel card reading, use angelsu@bellsouth.net
Physical Address: Su Jeffers, 501 Bradly St, Leesville, LA 71446 Harriet Wright – Mother

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

• Go to Space2plaza.com – to locate specific days & lots more information: on the home page,
you can find out what your Mayan birthday is
• The link to www.lawoftime.org – more info on the calendar & how the 28 day/moon cycles work.

5th Thurs – 7 CABAN – Caban is the earth; 7 is resonance - going up to the top of the mountain
and connecting with Source that way. Going up the spine 6th Friday – 8 ETZNAB – Chuen the monkey is the wave we are in – it is about the wise use of
magical artistry. Using the trickster energy was evident on Sat night at the White House
Correspondents Dinner – the whole speech represented the balance of work and play
• 8 is fine-tuning relationships, Etznab is about relationships, seeing ourselves in the
mirror!
7th Saturday – 9 CAUAC - 9 is the energy of extended cycles; Cauac is the storm energy –
lighting clear thoughts – an active day
8th Sun – 10 AHAU – Mother's Day; end of 20 days of core days – we've been going up the
spinal cord and we are at the top on Sunday; 10 energy is manifestation of our intentions,
Ahau is the sun energy – honour Mother Earth
9th Mon – 11 IMIX – This begins the 8th unial - these are regular, normal days for the first 5
days: Imix is the beginning, the dragon energy; 11 is letting go of what no longer serves.
10th Tues – 12 IK – 12 is crystal tone, complex stability; IK is the wind, listen to spirit with
crystal clarity
11th Wed – 13 AKBAL – 13 is the end of the wave; Akbal is the night, working with
abundance
12th Thurs – 1 KAN – the first day of the new wave of Kan, the seed – about timing,
determination, 1 is the one tone of unity.
• Yes, core days are pretty intense, plus the support last week of 5 planets going retrograde which also
increases intensity
MR: Angelsu is living by herself, has no income at this point – can do readings for us, or access her paypal
angelsu@bellsouth.net
• A listener has written in about finding that time has speeded up really intensely in the last few days – is it
her or is it for all of us?
Introductory Items
To listen to the entire program: Please use the following audio link

http://bbsradio.com/podcast/stargate-round-table-may-6-2016
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HARD NEWS
Natasha talked to Rama today
• Talked about Barack and what he did:
• things have been speeding up in the first place, in earnest at Harmonic Convergence
[August 1987] and that led up to 11:11 and Earth Link 88 [Feb 13th] and on Cinco De
Mayo –
on 5:94 there was another quantum jump that people did not know about
• In 1990, Asthar told everyone we are starting walk-in processes;
• the light community lost its way for quite a while, and the dark was planning secretly to

pounce on the Light community.

• In order to preserve the physical bodies of the light workers, help was needed: in Santa

Fe, for example, chemtrails have been raining down for 30 – 33 years: started on
harmonic convergence
• they did walk-ins to bring in another soul that might be able to do a better job with the
physcial body – that is how serious the problem was back then
• in 1999-2000: the Hopi prophecy was supposed to come to fruition, and Y2K which was about all

the computers not being in sync with the year 2000, the turn of the century, and things
were to shut down: but the real truth was that time was speeding up – the Hopi
prophecy didn't come into its fullness at that time because the lighworkers were not ready
– there was a snow job
• for the whole of the 90s – HRC took over for the Bushes as Bush Sr had done heroin for so long;
• there were 34 clones made of him in 1991
• and the Democratic partyNC ceased to be a party and became a corporation
• The Republican party was a corporate fascist nazi state – can't remember when they weren't!!
• Eisenhauer was the last good president
• if Barry Goldwater were alive today, he'd be tarred and feathered
• The Reps have gone so far to the right
• Donald Trump is an archon in a body and won't be long for this world:
• Archons are ancient, ancient lifeforms who were here when the Watchers were here with

Mother. They are immortal beings that can last for millions of years – just transfer
consciouness into the next body – never day.
• But after 1/3 of the angels fell, lots of convoluted stuff happened – the archons were
some of the Archangelic lifeforms that fell when Luciferia fell
• Trump was one of them
in those ancient times – they feed on negativity, fear, absolute
control over others; the over-confident, blown out-of -proportion ego –
• Trump IS afraid of women and he has been to see the DC madam's facilities – 10x.
• David Vitter – 15 x; John Boehner 22x;
• in the 90s Saddam Hussein had a list miles long of those who committed
fornication – group fornication – all kinds of horror stories!
• The archons have a lot more power; they have been deeply embedded secretly and using

that power which is a real violation.
• She's been listening to Meet the Renegades program – people who have stepped out of
the goose step of the rest of the country
• the guy is on Max Keiser a lot: talked about the prophets' generation which has been
completely babied – had the opulence of the opulence; some went to college for
free; parents did well; could still live in a middle class neighbourhood
• Once the 60s came, things hit really hard as our heroes were killed –
• In the 70s, countries went off the gold standard to the petro dollar –
• In the 80s, the money stopped at the time of Reagan – no more school for free, and
the costs of everything shot up exponentially; hourly wage was down to $7.25 or
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less from $15 / hour
Caller: Bernie said something very evident: we are not quitting and if Hillary thinks she's got it in
the bag, she should think again. What is the status of e-mail situation? Will she be
indicted? Or will it be too late and will she run the gammit of running against Trump?
T: this question to Natasha:
• the e-mails will not go away; the story behind the scenes
• yet the feeling of the quickening has to do with the rest of the answer – HRC will have to
do a deposition: will happen immediately if not sooner: talk on the radio that it would be
July, yet she will have to depose herself publically
• Trump will play with this & say she's not a viable candidate
• what's happening is they are speeding up full disclosure: COR said it that there would

be more fake stories, programmed Light worker reports, like the one from AA Michael –
called “Prophecy regarding by someone called Christine Preston who said Trump will be
president – won't happen! The Archons are the targets to take down!
• Hillary represents the epitome of Nazism in the US with her death squads – this requires
movement so this means things are really speeding up – maybe we have 5 hours in a day!
Caller: at WH yesterday, Barack & Michelle had several visitors from Star wars family – is this a
good indication that disclosure is on the way.
T: Natasha said Full disclousre is coming close – she called it the 5th element
• the technology of Dr Keshe magnified: has a bubble he can put over a war scene and
stop things [a forcefield]
• Micelle was on NCIS on Channel 13 – PBS, 7:00 MT; she played a role of being in the WH
and in the Oval office; some man saved a girl from being molested: she was in the Oval
Office honouring the man who saved her and presented on the air that this was a good
thing to happen
• THE FACT THAT SHE WAS IN THE OVAL OFFICE IS ANOTHER HINT – don't be surprised if
she ends up being president, and Bernie knows all about it
• the biggest reason HRC's email will not go awa y – has to do with the secret space programs and

the secret space command of which ET Corey used to be in, on the dark side
• the emails go into the level of cosmic clearance, and the State dep't gets involved and
and other agencies connected with the programs etc: the Skunkworks and the MIB
get involved – why she is in so much trouble.
• Ed Snowden, Julian Assange know all about it: and why the e-mails are so important –
because they talked about transferring goods and personnel to star ships & Hillary was
directly connected with that stuff
From Commander Randy: was there an explosion in Area 51; did it happen in the non-human
area, way below ground? Were the underground bases being taken out in Japan, as per
Benjamin Fulford?
R: changes are the deep military underground bases [DUMBS]
• believes they are being taken out by the forces of light
• not sure what Fulford is saying yet ultimately they have to be taken out – Dr Greer brings
this into his operation: they are unacknowledged black operations – where hundreds of
thousands of trillions get disappeared – all kinds of stuff from DARPA, Raetheon, General
Electric etc
• It's another reason for not having Trump around
• Bernie is the only logical one – the media is in bed with the 13 families so we don't get
the real news
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• Putin had a classical concert in the ruins of Palymyra today to honour those who lost their lives

in Syria– there has been a cease fire, except for Aleppo
• Aleppo was attacked and all sorts are dead: does not believe was Al Assad – think it was
the Black Ops & they are probably controlling him and the media
• they attacked innocent men, women and children who were camping outside Aleppo –
they were killed on purpose!

• About the E-mails: in the cosmic clearance part – she is engaged with e-mails describing the

supply, the personnel, the star ships of the dark side
• There were commanders from the dark Sirians, the dark Orion war lord forces from
Dracos, and the dark fire dragons who have been hiding deepever since the beginning
the 1/3 angels have been inside earth's core, have been hiding from intergalactic bounty
hunters – the good guys of the Ashtar Command coming after them
• Mother Tita Lacoria expelled some of the dark ones from underground hiding places – this
started with Harmonic Convergence
• Trump said in his first 100 days, will get rid all the muslims – in response to news that London
has elected a Muslim mayor
• Some of the dragons, over the last 10 – 12,000 years have made deals with secret space
commands and eventually later with the secret gov'ts on earth
• The plan is retrofit the whole earth to be reptilian; this is where the intention of the 13
familes has been to reduce the human population to under 2% and bring in all their dragon
friends.
• They can't because we are ascending in spite of what they may try to do
• This is not the time to sit back and wait for something to happen; time to be more active!!
• Talks of a friend who printed out NESARA announcements on golden paper and went to

South Bend, Indiana, handed them out at a Bernie rally; people there said other people
were handing this kind of info out too.
Go for it!
Caller: Michael Moore is in Flint Mn as well as Obama who was assuring people that the water was
safe; M M did not agree with that – what 's happening?
• Barack was stating that the Federal Gov't has a bigger obligation now because the state is
not helping the people; he did say the pipes would be changed but it would take a long
time; he did say to use the filtered water – MM said no & they were told NO too
• Rachel's show: In some houses, the water was off the scale: the filters did nothing
• in other areas, the filters did help
• Until the fat lady sings – and BO is a double agent – just have to keep going
R: Gov Snyder was booed when he got up: a matter of moments before he is arrested!
T: and a whole bunch of other people across the country!
MR: is it true that special forces led by Gen Dunford entered the white house and demand the
resignation of the pres?
R: NO DID NOT HAPPEN!!!
MR: Omena will be back shortly – 860-454-5384 – can call and get a reading.
BW: the ROTC would have to battle little green men and armies made with robots
R: they are trying with technologies to create robot armies and insert soul matrix in those bodies
– will not fly, as this is not in line with the Law of the One. No matter what they do to
merge artificial intelligence into android bodies This is not done in the light of the Office of
the Christ –
• they are playing with the most heinous of technologies right out of Mordor
• our cops are 2 steps away from looking like Lord Vader's cyber-borg police – we are
already down that road: they have to go bye-bye and Yoda is here with all his friends.
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Natasha: the archons, the fallen angels, claimed earth a very long long time ago –
• from the time they thought they were so smart and destroyed the sun system 450 billion
years ago – the Darth Vader story of today goes back to then
• Since we are all one, and there is only present time; his story in linear time is past our
comprehension and it ripped the space/time continuum from 450 Billion years in the
past and 250 Million years in the future – the Wingmakers came back to tell us
• these energies are starting to pour in – they not going slow:
• they had no business claiming earth in the first place, and Mother always gives them
enough rope to hang themselves.
• and now, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau that Elizabeth Warren is using to stop the

Panama stuff; she got on the podium and said “have I got a story to tell you” and she
introduces Mr 19.5* and he gets up and tells of being the 9th member of the Sirran Councill
R: as that type of hypothetical scenario were to come down - and there are many irons in the fire
and he would not hear of it unless it were being cussed and discussed around roundtables!
• in that scenario, Mr 19.5 would tell the whole story of Mars, Laura Eisenhauer, the other
people – and since there are no secrets and we are all one family, this would help us all
heal from the PTSD that we have all suffered for how long? It will be a global healing for
everyone, as it fills in puzzle pieces that are light years wide and helps people grasp how
they fit into the story and as these things get healed, it heals everything for all of us,
and we don't have to go down the timeline of leaving this planet which has already been
cancelled.
• The way he gets it is that it may begin as soft disclosure, yet it moves right into full disclosure
• this timeline has already been changed; the fact that they are telling us this means that
means they know something T & R don't know
• We are watching a tv reality game show host run for the oval office and he won't make it
• he's rubbing elbows with major crime families - he's a mafioso boy and a half – his
big partner for the last 20 years has been Hillary Clinton and they do human &child
trafficking TOGETHER and they have plotted this together
• as the nanites that have been uploaded in to the satellites around the planet - when they
get the signal from the amino acid computers on the ships, things start happening, – then
Warren may do what she has to do, and Obama does what he has to do to tell the story,
and Keshe does what he has to do to seal up certain parts of the planet along witho other
contingency forces & drop down the forcefields
KOS: brief chat with R:
• just said that what Putin did today by coming to Palmyra and uplifting people's spiritsin such a place that lookes like Mordor gives them hope • Better to do things like this instead of spending millions of dollars on BS on the major
networks – NONE OF IT IS VALID! It's all BS!
• KOS said we need to do more things like James Tymann does: group meditations of
countries involving entire countries and land masses to raise energies
• the classical musicians, and the conductor played the violin: could see the Russian army
sitting there – they were young people; there was a really good feeling there: a
sense that things are going to get better
• Full disclosure is on the cusp of happening– yet there are no dates

MR: Daniel Brinkley gathering people and many others like this are fostering good energy to
negate what is on the media. James Tymann – and lots of others
T: Dr Greer has been mentioned as connected with Benjamin Creme:
• the radio at the University of NM did a commerical about the return of the Mahdi and
Greer was included as part of the contingency forces to bring this to fruition -
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mentioned by Benjamin Creme

• DO NOT BUY THAT DR GREER DOES NOT WORK FOR THE LIGHT; A COMPLETE LIE –

He is a double agent!
MR: question by e-mail: will Kuchinich still be head of the Dep't of Peace?
YES!!!!!!!!!
GUEST: JUDY BEEBE
THIS IS THE WEBSITE JUDY CREATED FOR THE USE OF ALL OF US ON STARGATE ROUNDTABLE!

Www.judybeebe.com/stargate
• she has also added additional info on the 12 gateways
• she was contacted by Kim who has been working with water being
• Kim moved to Montana from Utah because she works with water beings and they told her

she needed to work with water meridians in Montana – she is the one who made
stone circles we see in the photo on the website
• Kim said she was missing one thing: the sphere To get one, she was told “find Judy
Beebe!”
• Kim called; asked to meet; came, and visited
• Judy felt like she'd known Kim forever
• tells the story of Nicola Tesla who came to visit Judy, and that Kim looked just like
Judy's friend: every time they meet, it's like the friend coming back
• If we've ever wondered: Tom Bearden says that scalar energy time-reverses to a time when

your body didn't exist!

Judy: In answer to a question - does not have diabetes anymore – not since she was 13!
To get the full benefit of the information from Judy:
Listen to the podcast, with the website open before you and follow along.
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